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Begin with your Heart!  Remember a time when you held an infant or pet - use this mental image to 
open your heart chakra, keeping it open throughout all breaths.

PHASE 1
Breath  
Number Mudra Hand Position Breath Visualize

Breathing through nose Repeat 6 times, with each mudra
Breath 1 Thumb and first finger Inhale, Exhale, Hold* Inhale, see the Sun Tetrahedron around your body. 

Exhale, see the Earth Tetrahedron around your body. 
Hold, allow “negativity” to collect in the middle. 
Pulse, eyes inward, then looking up and down, which triggers 
the screen effect clearing the Tetrahedrons. 
*Directions: Breathe through the nose 
For each Mudra, inhale, exhale & hold are equal - 5 seconds

Breath 2 Thumb and second finger Inhale, Exhale, Hold*
Breath 3 Thumb and third Inhale, Exhale, Hold*
Breath 4 Thumb and fourth finger Inhale, Exhale, Hold*
Breath 5 Thumb and first finger Inhale, Exhale, Hold*
Breath 6 Thumb and second finger Inhale, Exhale, Hold*

Visualization Detail for Phase 1

Inhale Exhale Hold Pulse*
You may do this with your eyes open or closed, except during the pulse.  See details below.
Sun Tetrahedron Earth Tetrahedron Earth Tetrahedron Earth Tetrahedron

Important instructions to the student of the MerKaBa: Please use the video for complete detail.   
These written instructions are incomplete without the video.

Abbreviated Instructions:

*Pulse Special Detail Instructions

Eye Movement Position: Put your right hand out in front of you. Point your finger outward and look at the tip of your finger. Now 
your eyes are “slightly crossed.” Put your hand down, keeping your eyes open and slightly crossed. 

You are now ready to begin the Pulse: Keeping your head still, look all the way up – reaching for your third eye, the Pineal. Then 
look down rapidly to the floor – again, keeping your head still. As you do this a laser beam coming from your eyes crosses the flat 
plane of the top of the Earth Tetrahedron. A “French coffee press” type screen follows the shape of the Earth Tetrahedron, pushing 
down all negativity harmlessly through the tip (point) of the Tetrahedron.
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PHASE 2
Breath  
Number Mudra

Breathe in and out through nose, using diaphragm and lungs.   
Beginning of pranic breathing.

Breath 7 Thumb and first two fingers Inhale, Exhale (no hold)
Breath 8 Thumb and first two fingers Inhale, Exhale (no hold)
Breath 9 Thumb and first two fingers Inhale, Exhale (no hold)

Breath 10 Thumb and first two fingers

Inhale through nose, blow out through mouth - Forced Air Breath ** 
** Make a small hole with the lips, like blowing out through a straw.  Let the 
cheeks puff up from pressure of exhale using the diaphragm, then open mouth 
and release.

Breath 11 Thumb and first two fingers Inhale, Exhale (no hold)
Breath 12 Thumb and first two fingers Inhale, Exhale (no hold)
Breath 13 Thumb and first two fingers Inhale, Exhale (no hold)

PHASE 3
Breath  
Number Mudra

Breathe in through nose, out through mouth 
(Continued pranic breath.)

Breath 14 Hands nested thumbs touching Inhale through nose, blow out through mouth - Forced Air Breath**

PHASE 4
Breath  
Number Mudra

Breathe in through nose, out through mouth 
(Continued pranic breath.)

Breath 15 Hands nested thumbs touching Inhale through nose, blow out through mouth - Forced Air Breath**
Breath 16 Hands nested thumbs touching Inhale through nose, blow out through mouth - Forced Air Breath**
Breath 17 Hands nested thumbs touching Inhale through nose, blow out through mouth - Forced Air Breath**

Important instructions to the student of the MerKaBa: Please use the video for complete detail.   
These written instructions are incomplete without the video.

Thank You’s:

Special thanks to Drunvalo Melchizedek for sharing this knowledge with me and the world.

Thank you to all my Inner Teachers, my Higher Self, the Ascended Masters, Angelic Realm and especially 
Archangel Michael whose guidance I follow.

Thank you to film maker William Gazecki, who took on this project because he loves the material.

Graphic Designer, David Santarelli: Cover & Layout
Graphic Artist, Alberto Verde: Film

Thank you to my TEI team who supported me every step of the way!  Special thanks to Kim Baron and Larry 
Skrenes.
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Opening Invocation

“In the name of the I am that I am, I humbly invoke the presence of the beings of Light, the Great Central Sun, 
the Ascended Hosts, Ascended Masters, the Angels and the entire retinue of the Angelic Realm; I ask for the 
presence of the Ancestors of this land, our own Ancestors; I ask for the Dolphins and the Whales to join us; ETs 
of the Light, and all Beings known or unknown to us who may be available to assist us; to join us here and now 
to assist us in remembering who we really are.”

“I ask for a direct-connect for each one present to his or her Higher Self; I ask for a direct-connect between each 
one and their Higher Self that they might serve one another perfectly; and I ask for a direct-connect between my 
Higher Self and the Higher Self of everyone here, that I might serve perfectly.”

“I call in the four directions - North, South, East, and West:
◊  I call in the North representing winter; the place of rest, where we repair ourselves and consciously prepare 

ourselves for change.
◊ I call in the South representing summer; the time of rapid growth, fruitfulness and abundant awareness.
◊ I call in the East representing spring; the time of new beginnings, the place of birth, and new knowledge and 

understanding.
◊ I call in the West representing autumn; the time of reaping the fruits of our labors.  It is the place where we 

have found our knowledge, where we have found our center and we use it.”

“We now call in the four elements - Earth, Air, Fire and Water:
◊ Earth for clarity and grounding, and connection to Mother Earth and all thereupon.
◊ Air for connection with imagination, connection to the Light, and our connection to Father Sky.
◊ Fire for passion, compassion, and enthusiasm (You may wish to light a candle here).
◊ Water to assist intuition, flow, and the full penetration of the Light of God.”

Please state your own intention silently.  (I silently state, “I ask that I might be a blessing to all I meet, and that I 
might be able to provide perfectly for each one here.”)

Close the invocation with:
“We humbly give thanks for the privilege of being here, and we ask for a Most Benevolent Outcome for all 
present.  And we claim a day or evening of Heaven on Earth for all.  And so it is.  Amen.”
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